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This does not impact me in the least. My disabilities have already 
been classified as “service related.” 
 
It is dedicated to all the men and women who served their Country 
while assigned to 7th RRFS; Ramasun Station; Udorn Thani, Thailand 
during the Viet Nam era – 1965 to 1976.   
 
Special thanks go to Master Sergeant (Retired) James W. Collins 
whose struggle with Agent Orange related maladies drove me to 
produce this documentation.  
 
 
         GDG2 
 
 
 
  https://www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/claims-postservice-agent_orange.asp   
 

       
 

 
 

https://www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/claims-postservice-agent_orange.asp
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PREMISE:   The Veterans Administration should use different 
criteria to determine presumptive defoliant exposure for veterans 
assigned to Ramasun Station, Udorn, Thailand.  

1 
 

2 
 
1. Purpose:   

A. To establish the probable size, scope and impact of defoliant use at Ramasun Station, 
Thailand from 1965 to 1976. 

B. To establish the presumptive defoliant exposure of all service personnel assigned to the 
Station, particularly those soldiers, sailors and airman working inside the Operations 
security fences. 

C. To expand VA policy to reflect the true extent of exposure potential at Ramasun Station 
and grant “presumptive exposure” status to all veterans assigned there. 

D. To extend the period of VA coverage from 7 May 1975 to 5 May 1976, when classified 
operations at Ramasun Station ceased. 

 

2. General Base Description 
Ramasun Station was located approximately 11 miles E-S-E of the Thai city of Udorn Thani and 
the same distance from the USAF operated Udorn Royal Thai Air Force Base (RTAFB). The Station 
was located adjacent to the main north-south road Udorn to Bangkok (Highway 2) and had a 

                                                        
1 Source: Department of Veterans Affairs, Public Health website 
2 Quoted from:  (NSA Retired Records, 28515, 84-245: censored and William D. Gerhard, SIGINT 
Applications in U.S. Air Operations, Cryptologic History Series, Southeast Asia, Part 1: Collecting 
the Enemy’s Signals (Ft. Meade: NSA, 1972).   

Current VA criteria: Vietnam-era Veterans whose service involved duty on or near the perimeters 
of military bases in Thailand anytime between February 28, 1961 and May 7, 1975 may have been 
exposed to herbicides and may qualify for VA benefits.                   The following Veterans may have 
been exposed to herbicides: ……………U.S. Army Veterans who were stationed on some small Army 
installations in Thailand anytime between February 28, 1961 and May 7, 1975. However, the Army 
Veteran must have been a member of a military police (MP) unit or was assigned an MP military 
occupational specialty whose duty placed him/her at or near the base perimeter.”  

 
 

“In 1965 ASA* began building a major intercept site at Udorn, a Thai town in the far north, 
near the Mekong River.  Called Ramasun Station, it became the location for a Circular 
Disposed Antenna Array (CDAA), the AN/FLR-9 antenna, commonly referred to as “the 
elephant cage.  At the height of the Vietnam War, this site housed over 1,000 ASA and AFSS 
cryptologists.”  

*ASA=Army Security Agency; AFSS = Air Force Security Service. 
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perimeter of 3.8 miles. The station was visually and operationally dominated by the AN/FLR-9 
antenna array, measuring 1,443ft in diameter and described as the “Elephant Cage.” The host was 
the US Army Security Agency’s 7th Radio Research Field Station (7thRRFS), but numerous other 
units were tenants, including USAF (6924th Security Wing) and US Navy Security Group (NSG) 
detachments. In early 1975, there were 1200 US personnel assigned, along with a contracted Thai 
workforce of 1400. The Station closed on 5 May 1976. 

 
Figure 1: Ramasun Station Post-1973 

 

3. The Threat 
During the Viet Nam era USAF in Thailand saw the main threat to its operations as the small-scale 
sapper attacks using satchel charges to disrupt flight operations. Several attacks using these 
techniques were thwarted between 1968-73. The solution seemed to be a “ring of defense 
approach” starting at the perimeter fence with herbicides used to increase visibility. Defoliant 
operations began as early as 1961.3 It should be noted that the US Embassy permitted no 
defensive measures including defoliation outside the perimeter fence.  Between 1968-72, the 
USAF regarded Udorn as its base most vulnerable to attack. In 1971, the command received an 
intelligence report of a potential NVA attack “…..with heavy weapons such as mortars, B-40 
rockets/rocket-propelled grenades and other kinds of explosive ordnance.”4 The attack never 
materialized, but security operations increased. 
 
 
 

                                                        
3 The specific date that defoliant operations began at Ramasun is uncertain and subject to a filed 
FOIA request.  For general defoliant use in Thailand the VA cites the date used. 
4 , "Project CHECO Southeast Asia Report: Base Defense in Thailand 1968–1972,", page 49. 

http://www.afhra.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-080819-065.pdf
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4. The Logistics of Defoliant Operations – Ramasun Station  
In Thailand, base security began at the fence line. Immediately outside the fence, life went on 

as it had for centuries. In Ramasun Station’s multi-tiered security system, visibility was key.  
Defoliant activity was ongoing with the pace increasing with the advent of the rainy season. 
“Tropical vegetation aided by seasonal monsoon rains grew almost faster than in could be 
controlled.” 555-gallon drums of chemicals with US markings were located in the petro-stores area 
of the motor pool, with resupply assumed to be coming from the Udorn Royal Thai Air Force Base. 
A Thai maintenance crew was constantly cutting and defoliant spraying the vegetation around the 
antennae and Operations compound to minimize this mission critical impact. The defoliant used 
was in 55-gallon drums mounted on the back of a small Toyota truck. Individual Thai gardeners 
used small, primitive herbicide dispensers all over the Service Support area in their efforts to 
beautify the Station.  I was told that this “weed killer” was obtained from Udorn RTAB. I know 
from personal observation that these particular drums were stored in General Warehouse #1205. 
(See installation map at Figure 2). They were stencil labeled “weed killer”.  Empty 55-gallon drums 
were dumped in the local landfill. 
 

5. Potential Defoliant Exposure - Base Security Operations6 
A. General Base Security Features. (See Figure 2: Site map; Figure 3: annotation aerial 

photograph) A 3.8mile external perimeter fence and an adjacent perimeter road surrounded the 
Station. Observation towers, manned by the contracted Thai security force were placed at 
approximately 300-yard intervals or at critical junctures. (Figure 4)  An interior fence surrounded 
the command, administrative, logistics, recreational and billeting facilities. The Operations 
compound was surrounded by a third security fencing system, consisting of two chain link fences 
completely surrounding the compound and spaced ten to thirty feet apart. The Operations 
building itself was a 3600 plus square foot, single story windowless building with a single 
controlled access point. The access point, manned by MPs who validated each individual’s 
clearance before allowing entry, was located between the two fences.7 Ventilation was provided 
by a massive HVAC system positioned inside the perimeter fencing. For additional security, the 
duty watch NCO was required to inspect the perimeter hourly, walking the circumference of the 
compound between the two fences, reporting this activity and any results in his log.8 There was no 
additional fencing around the antennae (due to electromagnetic interference issues). There was a 
cabling tunnel running from the Operations building to the building in the center of the antennae 
array, which could be accessed by a very brave, short man – snakes being a very big issue.  

Finding #1: The antennae and operations compound’s vulnerably to attack were the Station’s 
major threat concern, especially by small insurgent sapper teams using hand emplaced satchel 
charges. Of secondary importance was radio reception interference caused by vegetation growth 
on the antennae structure itself.  Both required constant elimination of any vegetation that could 
provide any interference or cover and concealment to this threat. Spraying of the Station’s other 
fences was not as critical, but occurred regularly, and was intensified during the rainy season. 

                                                        
5 Ibid, page 64. 
6 Figures 2-6 
7 Master Sergeant (Retired) James W. Collins states that he, as a typical operator, crossed back and 
forth through this entry point “in excess of 1040 times in” his one year at Ramasun.  
8 Master Sergeant (Retired) James W. Collins 
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B. Military Police. The Station was assigned a small detachment of 25 MPs, under the 
operational control of the Provost Marshall and administrative command of the Headquarters & 
Service (H&S) Company Commander.  Their missions were: 

i. To control access at the main perimeter gate off the main Udorn-Bangkok road 
(Highway 2), jointly manned with Thai security personnel. 

ii.  To control access to the second perimeter gate. (US only). 
iii. To control access to the Operations building. 
iv. To perform once-hourly security inspections by driving around the perimeter road. 

(Note: Frequency of these patrols varied based on MP personnel staffing. 
 

C. Bunkers: There were approximately 17 concrete bunkers positioned tactically around 
the Station, just inside the perimeter road. Bunker sectors were assigned to each of the five 
Station companies to be used in any actual defensive operations. Manning was to be provided by 
off-duty operational soldiers and “straight day” soldiers from the Headquarters and Staff 
elements.9 For example, in 1975, Headquarters & Services Company was responsible for 8 of 17 
bunkers – for actual and exercise manning and maintenance.  The Thai maintenance crew noted 
above performed general bunker maintenance and vegetation clearing.  As a precursor to any 
planned activity involving the bunkers, each bunker was heavily sprayed with herbicides to not 
only kill foliage but also to drive off or kill snakes. Then we put soldiers into those same 
bunkers? 

 
D. Quick Reaction Force (QRF):  The QRF 10was a group of motivated volunteer soldiers 
who received special weapons qualification and more advanced infantry training than that 
received by their comrades. They further agreed to be on a rotating on-call status to provide a 
rapid response capability against any threats to the Station.  The QRF exercised frequently, 
almost weekly, responding to scenarios developed by the Station S-3 to rapidly draw weapons, 
deploy to a perimeter section and tactically defend that sector, to include occupying the bunkers 
in that sector. (See figure 5) 

 
E. General Alerts: usually consisted of a monthly re-call of available, off-duty personnel to a 

company muster, followed by the issue of individually assigned weapons from the centralized 
H&S Company Arms Room. Actual deployment to the company defensive positions was rare. I 
recall only two such deployments during my year in command. 

 
F. Other Activity Proximate to the Ramasun Perimeter Fence:  The Army runs – singly or 
in formation. At Ramasun, the ideal place to run was the 3.5-mile perimeter road. Located ten or 
thirty yards from the perimeter, any defoliant exposure would be dependent on the amount 
applied, the area covered and the elapsed time from application. This assumes that the runner(s) 
continue to transit the exposed area and doesn’t pause right at the area of application.   

 
 
 
 

                                                        
9 Interview with Colonel (Retired) Charles A. Alston, served at 7thRRFS 1974-1975. 
10 Interview with SES4/Colonel (Retired) Larry Hall, served at 7thRRFS 1972-1973 
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Finding #2: Defoliant exposure along Ramasun’s perimeter fence, at the very least, mirrors that 
experienced by Air Police conducting security operations at Royal Thai/USAF bases throughout 
Thailand. There is no question about their meeting all requirements for the benefits provided by 
the current VA policy. However, activity in Ramasun’s antennae field by individuals in addition to 
its MPs was significant. Veterans involved in perimeter security and other documented activities 
that are experiencing defoliant associated illnesses should be granted presumptive service 
connection and disability benefits by the VA as per current policy. 

 
 
 

6. Potential Defoliant Exposure - Service Support Operations 11   
 

A. Proximity is the overriding criteria for determining defoliant exposure potential for those 
working or residing in the service support area. The problem is defining what is proximate. A 
conservative 10-50 meter “danger“ zone would affect those working in certain service areas 
differently. For incidence, individuals working in S-1 Personnel were not close to any security fence, 
and therefore would likely experience relatively less exposure. The same would be true for those 
enlisted personnel working in the Station Headquarters or dining facility. In contrast, the 
consolidated arms room and the H&S Company orderly room itself butted right up to the security 
fencing with its air conditioning units within ten feet of the fence. The arms room was a complex 
windowless building with a single sealed door, required by regulation to stay closed. The exposure 
potential to those working in the arms room had to be one of the highest on the Station. Of the 
five individuals that worked in the H&S orderly room during 1975, three have been diagnosed with 
one of the Agent Orange presumptive diseases.  No matter where they worked, all of these 
individuals were assigned to Headquarters & Service Company and therefore all living in barracks 
less than 50 meters from the security fence. 

 

B.  All Station male enlisted personnel to include the AF and Navy were billeted in large “H” 
shaped, two story air-conditioned barracks. Non-Commissioned Officers (E-6 and above) in a 
separate BEQ; Commissioned Officers and Warrants in the BOQ. (Again see figures 8-11). If the 
“danger” zone is increased to 200 meters, all sleeping areas are, at least, partially at risk. At 300 
meters all are within the risk area. As a benchmark, Army doctrine during this period calls for a 
500-meter buffer zone.12 At that distance, one would have to bed down each night in the gym or 
swimming pool not to sleep under the potential of defoliant exposure.  

 

C. All these distances are impacted when the air-conditioning factor is introduced. Every 
building on the Station had AC that ran 24/7, summer and winter. For aesthetic reasons the AC units 
for each building were placed behind the building. Unfortunately this often meant the AC unit was 
often next to the fence and proximate to any defoliant spraying. In that the great majority of 

                                                        
11  Please refer to the series of figures 8-11. The service support area fence line i fence line is 
highlighted or annotated if not present on the drawing. 
12  US Army FM 3-3 Tactical Employment of Herbicides, Chapter 5-2d. Guidelines for Using Ground 
Dissemination Systems. 
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operational personnel were shift workers, there were always some soldiers asleep during daylight 
hours when spraying occurred. Where he/she resided in the barracks itself made little difference in 
that the air conditioning system would spread any herbicide equally throughout the building. 

 

D.  Until 197313 there were nine of these “H” shaped barracks, with those four housing the 
operational soldiers being closest to the service support fence; the BEQ being somewhat further 
back; the H&S Company, the Air Force and Navy barracks were 50-200 meters distance away from 
the fence. All commissioned officers quartered close to the fence including the most four senior 
officers (O6s, including the Station commander and his Deputy, and O5s) in the Senior BOQ. 

 

E. In 1973, with the arrival of the first female soldiers, the fence line was moved further out 
and two new barracks, running parallel and close to the fence line, were constructed. All females 
(less commissioned officers) were quartered in these barracks14.  Again operational soldiers were 
largely shift workers, and often would be sleeping during the day when spraying occurred.   

 

 Finding #3: Defoliant exposure in the Service Support area was largely dependent on where the 
individual worked and where they were quartered. The closer to the fence line, the higher the 
exposure potential. Another factor would be where the individual was likely to be during daylight 
hours. While there would likely be residual herbicides present in areas close the sprayed fence, 
herbicide concentrations would be higher during actual spraying. The shift working operational 
soldier would have experienced a double “whammy” in that they would have been exposed all of 
his/her shift at work, then catching a second dose in the barracks. 

 

7. Potential Defoliant Exposure – Operations15 
 

A.  The reason for the Station’s very existence was the still classified mission conducted 
within the Operations building. The Station performed its tasks extremely well, receiving three 
Meritorious Unit Citations in the ten years of operations. During the same period the Station’s total 
US personnel strength averaged over 80016 per year of which almost ¾ (600) were operational 
specialists (both officers and soldiers); the majority of whom worked 24/7 365 shift work (many 
types of schedules were used; from a rotating four shift 8 days on/2 days off to a straight frozen 
shift, to the dreaded 12 hours on/12 hours off schedule.  Available manning and mission drove the 
numbers on each shift and the schedule itself. 

 

B.  As stated in Para 4a above, the Operations compound was surrounded by a third security 
fencing system, consisting of two chain-link fences completely surrounding the compound, and 
spaced ten to thirty feet apart. The Operations building itself was a 3600plus square foot, single 
story windowless building with a single controlled access point. The access point, manned by MPs 
who validated each individual’s clearance before allowing entry, was located between the two 

                                                        
13 Exact date of the first female enlisted assignees is subject a filed FOIA request. 
14 See figures 12-14. 
15 See figures 15-20. 
16 Exact end strength by year is subject a filed FOIA request. 
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fences.17 Ventilation was provided by a massive HVAC system positioned inside the perimeter 
fencing. At various times to meet mission needs, moving large portable containers or trailers into 
the compound expanded operations. These temporary facilities were serviced by their own air 
conditioning systems.18  

  

C.  The physical security requirements that dictated double chain-linked fencing, no windows, 
a single entry door (minus fire doors) and defoliation spraying combined with mission manning 
requirements resulted in a work environment where herbicide exposure was sustained, 
concentrated and unavoidable. Duty at the Operations compound was like working in a Petri 
dish for defoliant associated illnesses. Ramasun’s operational service personnel 
experienced exposure likely as intense as any service personnel experienced during the 
entire Vietnam era. That means that for ten plus years over 7,500 servicemen and women 
assigned to Ramasun Station were victimized by an ill advised defoliant policy that still does 
not recognize their experience or compensate them for any resulting disabilities.                            
 

Finding #4: If a service member, both enlisted and officer, worked in the Operations compound at 
Ramasun Station at anytime between 1969 to 5 May 1976 that exposure to defoliants is so certain 
that any who are experiencing defoliant associated illnesses should be granted presumptive 
service connection and disability benefits by the VA. Their exposure to herbicides was pervasive, 
occurring 24/7 at work as well as potentially where quartered. Suggested documentation for 
enlisted personnel would be assigned MOS (05,98, 23, 33 series), backed by efficiency reports. For 
officers documentation should by assignment orders, efficiency reports and award citations. 

 
 

Finding #5: Enlisted female service personnel either lived in a barracks where defoliant spraying 
was so close that exposure should be “presumptive.” For those who worked in Operations 
exposure was certain. All female soldiers, and those USAF and Navy female personnel assigned to 
Ramasun Station from 1973 to 5 May 1976 who are experiencing defoliant associated illnesses 
should be granted presumptive service connection and disability benefits by the VA. 

 

8. Composite Defoliant Coverage 
 

A. The Current VA Criteria. The current criteria used by the VA to determine presumptive 
defoliant exposure are flawed and too simple for application at Ramasun Station.   That criteria are 
oriented to a USAF model of runways and flight operations where the perimeter fence is some 
distance from the majority of assigned personnel – both on and off duty.  And it correctly applies to 
the norm for the US presence in Thailand. Think of an Air Policeman with duty along the perimeter 
security fence at nearby Udorn RTAF base. All other airmen are working away across the airfield at 
distances of up to 1000 meters from his position. Defoliant operations are being conducted 10, 20, 

                                                        
17 Master Sergeant (Retired) James W. Collins states that he, as a typical operator, crossed back and 
forth through this entry point “in excess of 1040 times in” his first year at Ramasun. Who’s counting? 
Security  
 
18 Blue prints and engineering drawing of the Operations Compound exterior, as well as specific data 
on the HVAC system are subject a filed FOIA request.  
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30 meters distant from his location. He and his partner or dog move up and down the fence line, 
thereby increasing or decreasing their exposure potential. At night defoliant operation would cease 
and exposure potential would go down. But it’s mid-day and extremely hot, and his pours are wide 
open with sweat. There is a light breeze, but certainly no air conditioning. Shift change! Back to the 
barracks for a shower, a meal, a beer(s), a movie and sleep. Now the only exposure potential the AP 
experiences is the residual herbicide left on his dirty clothing. 

 
B. The criteria for US Army “presumptive exposure” is restated: 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
C.      The Ramasun Scenario Contrast 
 

i. First, an installation of 1000 to 1200 US services personnel, plus another 1000 Thai 
day workers wasn’t small.  And its huge antenna didn’t allow it to be hidden. Its presence was 
just low keyed, and its mission expressed as “Radio Research”. 

ii. To replicate the exposure potential experienced by anyone assigned to Ramasun 
Station, our AP would have to, at least, shower, eat, drink that beer, see that movie and sleep 
while experiencing the same exposure level as he experienced as he walked that fence line. 
And that air conditioning he so craved is ensuring that he and his buddies are sharing 
equally. 

iii. At Ramasun, our AP/MP would also have pulled shift at the Operations security 
checkpoint positioned between the two most defoliated fences on Station, and twenty feet 
from the six-plus large AC units supplying air, fresh or otherwise, to the 300–plus operational 
specialists working inside. The good news is that his future disabilities will be deemed 
service connected under the current VA criteria. The bad news is that any disabilities 
suffered by those 300 Ops personnel and their 400 off duty brethren will not be considered 
“service related.” And what about those personnel who worked in the locked arms room 
waiting for our MPs to turn in their weapons. 

iv. The scenario above is a simplex situation with an individual being exposed at 
work and later while off duty/sleeping. Here the variables are proximity to defoliant 
application and duration of that exposure. The AC factor is a multiplier to proximity.  

v. What if an individual could have been exposed to two different herbicide sources 
in sequence? That would certainly increase the duration of exposure. There was only one 

U.S. Army Veterans who were stationed on some small Army installations in Thailand 
anytime between February 28, 1961 and May 7, 1975. However, the Army Veteran must 
have been a member of a military police (MP) unit or was assigned an MP military 
occupational specialty whose duty placed him/her at or near the base perimeter. 
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Toyota fitted for defoliants. But scenarios could be developed that have that crew finish their 
work on the perimeter fence right at the women’s barracks and then start on the service 
support fencing behind the same barracks. And remember those AC units?  

vi. How likely was it for one individual to be exposed to multiple sources 
simultaneously?  On the surface - not likely. Then there were the omnipresent Thai 
gardeners making Ramasun beautiful with their converted fire extinguishers loaded with 
“Round Up on Steroids”. That gives you the Station Commander emerging from his quarters 
where the back of the building is ten meters from the just defoliated security fence. His AC 
was located back there too. His Thai gardener takes care of those weeds along the front walk 
with a couple of squirts. 

 
 
 
 

D.  How far away from herbicide applications does one have to be to be “safe?” 
The Army Field Manual on tactical herbicide applications provides some insight into these 
questions, even if the Army apparently underestimated the danger of Agent Orange in 1971.19 
For ground-based applications a 500-meter standoff was recommended.20 Using a copy of 
Figure #2 and the scale in the lower right corner, a 500-meter buffer was plotted and color-
coded for each security fence. The Army’s under appreciation of the toxicity of Agent Orange 
might also be reflected in the validity of the buffer zone. Therefore, a 500-meter stand off is 
most likely understated. The results shown at Figure #21 are interesting: 

vii.   The Operations compound stands on its own, indirectly emphasizing the requirement 
for security – remoteness and clear sight lines. 
viii.   Defoliation carried out on the Perimeter fencing results in single source exposure 

potential for most of its west, north and east length, briefly increasing potential when it 
overlaps with the Operations ”Petri dish”. From the southwest sector to the east it combines 
with the Service Support fence to create a “no-safe” zone that blankets almost all of the 
Service Support area.  

ix. The depicted “Safe Area” impacts only one barracks – the US Navy Detachment, clearing 
most of the building but leaving its AC in the Danger Zone. See figure 22. The others are the 
dispensary, the bank, barber shop, gift shops, the swimming pool, the craft shop, tennis courts, 

                                                        

19
 US Army FM 3-3 Tactical Employment of Herbicides, Chapter 2-2c(3)  (AGENT) ORANGE is low in 

toxicity to man, fish, and wildlife; but it will cause slight skin irritation and minor inhalation effects.  

20
 US Army FM 3-3 Tactical Employment of Herbicides, Chapter 5-2d. Guidelines for Using Ground 

Dissemination Systems. Using ground-based systems allows exact placement of herbicide on the 
target and minimizes downwind drift of agent. Applications should not be made if wind speed 
exceeds 10 knots, or if it is raining or rain is predicted. The major disadvantages of ground-based 
systems for spray applications are: the target area must be occupied and controlled by friendly 
troops; the terrain must be traversable by spray apparatus and current systems have only a limited 
standoff capability. A 500-meter buffer distance should be maintained to avoid damage to 
desirable vegetation near the target. 
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a warehouse , a portion of the motor pool, the MARS station, the football/soccer field, a 
parade field and the Finance office 

x.  When displayed graphically, the true potential for defoliant exposure to veterans 
assigned to Ramasun Station becomes apparent – 100%. An increase of 20 meters to the 500-
meter buffer used, removes any doubt. 

 

Conclusion: If a service member was assigned to Ramasun Station any time from 1965 to 
1976, the potential for defoliant exposure was 100%.  Intensity and duration of actual 
exposure would have varied based on many factors – where a service member worked or 
barracked among them. However if a veteran, having been assigned to the Station during 
this period, contracts or has contracted a herbicide associated disease, his/her exposure 
should be considered “presumptive” and their condition “service related.” 

 
 
9.      Coverage Period for Presumptive Service Connection and   Veterans 

Administration Disability Benefits  
 
Currently the VA uses the dates 28 February 1961 to 7 May 1975 as the period of potential 

herbicide exposure. Obviously the end date is linked the fall of Vietnam.  For Ramasun Station, that 
date came and passed with little change. The mission didn’t change and neither did defoliant 
spraying. In fact it picked up as we headed into the rainy season. Things stayed that way until the 
Station closed on 5 May 1976 – a full year later. This change should be made with or without 
agreement on the conclusion of this paper. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 
 
 

 
 
 
        G. DICKSON GRIBBLE, JR. 
        COLONEL, US ARMY 
(RETIRED) 
 

  

Finding #6: The current end date for presumptive service connection to herbicide 
exposure is wrong for those Service personnel at 7thRRFS, Ramasun Station. The Station 
closed on 5 May 1976, vice 7 May 1975. The VA should change the end date to reflect 
this reality. 
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from January 1975 to January 1976. Colonel (Retired) Gribble holds a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in Chemistry from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

 

 
 
Appendices 
 

1. Compendium of Findings 
2. Statement by G. Dickson Gribble, Jr. 
3. Submitted FOIA Requests 

  

http://www.afhra.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-080819-065.pdf
http://www.afhra.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-080819-065.pdf
http://www.83rdrrsou.org/Main_Page_Items/tactical_employment_of_herbicides.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AN/FLR-9
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Appendix One: Compilation of Findings, Herbicide Exposure, 
Ramasun Station, Thailand – 1969-1976 
 
Finding #1: The antennae and operations compound’s vulnerably to attack were the Station’s 
major threat concern, especially by small insurgent sapper teams using hand emplaced satchel 
charges. Of secondary importance was radio reception interference caused by vegetation growth 
on the antennae structure itself.  Both required constant elimination of any vegetation that could 
provide any interference or cover and concealment to this threat. Spraying of the Station’s other 
fences was not as critical, but occurred regularly, and was intensified during the rainy season. 
 
Finding #2: Defoliant exposure along Ramasun’s perimeter fence, at the very least, mirrors that 
experienced by Air Police conducting security operations at Royal Thai/USAF bases throughout 
Thailand. There is no question about their meeting all the benefits provided by the current VA 
policy. However, activity in Ramasun’s antennae field by individuals in addition to its MPs was 
significant. Veterans involved in perimeter security and other documented activities who are 
experiencing defoliant associated illnesses should be granted presumptive service connection and 
disability benefits by the VA as per current policy. 
 
Finding #3: Defoliant exposure in the Service Support area was largely dependent on where the 
individual worked and where they were quartered. The closer to the fence line, the higher the 
exposure potential. Another factor would be where the individual was likely to be during daylight 
hours. While there would likely be always residual herbicides present in areas close the sprayed 
fence, herbicide concentrations would be higher during actual spraying. The shift working 
operational soldier would have experienced a double “whammy” in they would have been exposed 
all of his/her shift at work, then catching a second dose in the barracks.ked and where they were 
quartered. The closer to the fence line, the higher the exposure potential. Another factor would be 
where the individual was likely to be during daylight hours. While there would likely be always 
residual herbicides present in areas close the sprayed fence, herbicide concentrations would be 
higher during actual spraying. The shift working operational soldier would have experienced a 
double “whammy” in they would have been exposed all of his/her shift at work, then catching a 
second dose in the barracks. 
 
Finding #4: If a service member, both enlisted and officer, worked in the Operations Compound at 
Ramasun Station at anytime between 1969 to 5 May 1976 that exposure to defoliants is so certain 
that any who are experiencing defoliant associated illnesses should be granted presumptive 
service connection and disability benefits by the VA. Their exposure to herbicides was pervasive, 
occurring 24/7 at work as well as potentially where quartered. The documentation suggested for 
enlisted personnel should be assigned MOS (05,98, 23, 33 series), backed by efficiency reports; 
officers by assignment orders, efficiency reports and award citations. 
 
Finding #5: Enlisted female service personnel either lived in a barracks where defoliant spraying 
was so close that exposure should be presumptive or worked in Operations where exposure was 
certain, as well as living in those same barracks. All female soldiers, and those USAF and Navy 
female personnel assigned to Ramasun Station from 1973 to 5 May 1976 who are experiencing 
defoliant associated illnesses should be granted presumptive service connection and disability 
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benefits by the VA. Their exposure to herbicides was pervasive, occurring 24/7 at work and where 
quartered. 
 
 
Finding #6: The current end date for presumptive service connection to herbicide exposure is 
wrong for those Service personnel at 7thRRFS, Ramasun Station. The Station closed on 5 May 
1976, vice 7 May 1975. The VA should change the end date to reflect this reality. 
 
 

Conclusion: If a service member was assigned to Ramasun Station any time between 1965 to 
1976, the potential for defoliant exposure was 100%.  Intensity and duration of actual exposure 
would have varied based on many factors – where a service member worked or barracked among 
them. However if a veteran, having been assigned to the Station during this period, contracts or 
has contracted an Agent Orange associated disease, his/her exposure should be considered 
“presumptive” and their condition “service related”. 
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Appendix Two: Statement, Colonel (Retired) G. Dickson Gribble, Jr. 
 

I was assigned to Ramasun Station from January1975 to January 1976, serving as the 
Headquarters & Services Company Commander. My orderly room and office were 10 meters from 
the Service Support Security Fence, with my wall mounted AC unit pointed at the fence and me. I 
honestly don’t remember the AC being off during my year on Station. The MP detachment, as well 
as the majority of personnel working in the Service Support area, was under my command. I 
managed by walking around covering all corners of the Service Support area daily. 

 

A year after returning from Thailand I developed a growth on my left testicle. It was 
surgically removed and proved to be benign. One year later the growth returned, was again 
removed, but this time the left testicle was removed as well. Again the growth was benign. 

 

I retired in 1999 and was diagnosed as having Parkinson’s disease in 2007. On the 
recommendation of my neurologist I applied for service connected disability ratings. My ratings 
were approved as of 14 November 2014. Currently I have a overall 90% disability rating (100% 
for employability).  

 

My interest in the issues raised in this paper was kindled by my realization of the 
staggering numbers of my fellow veterans, having been assigned to Ramasun Station, that were 
unknowing subjected to defoliant poisoning while serving their county. I am probably uniquely 
qualified to champion this cause.  My exposure has been recognized and my condition 
acknowledged as service related. I’ve had training on overhead imagery interpretation. I have an 
undergraduate degree in Chemistry from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Due to 
my Parkinson’s I have time on my hands to do the research required. And I am a career 
Cryptologist  who has walked in the shoes of the service men and women in the 7thRRFS 
Operations building and who is deeply sadden by the consequences of their work there. 

 

It’s ironic that a tour that was enjoyable and mission focused was simultaneously so 
invisibly deadly to so many. My company area was so well maintained by three Thai gardeners 
that it looked like a jungle oasis.  A flash back memory is one of me saying goodbye to one of these 
gardeners, giving him a 10 baht tip. Next to him was his ever-present fire extinguisher defoliant 
dispenser. 
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Appendix Three: Freedom of Information Requests (FOIA) 
submitted in support of this study 
 

a.  When did operations begin and end at Ramasun? Dates of first hearability studies, interim 
operational capability (IOC), full operational capability (FOC). Dates for mission 
reductions after 7 May 1975. Date of actual mission cessation.      

b.  Authorized /actual strength figures that correspond to the dates above. Data requested is 
the aggregate with grade and specific MOS. 

c. Overall strength figures by year, 1965 to 1976. 
d. Construction dates for the AN/FLR-9   - start date, IOC, FOC        
e. Dates for the beginning and ending of construction, and occupancy of the female barracks. 
f. Assignment dates, grade and MOSs of the first 50 females arrive on Station. 
g.  Strength figures by year, 1965 to 1976, of female service personnel (including USAF and 

USN personnel), include grade and MOS. 
h. Departure date of last female service member 
i. Strength figures by year, 1965 to 1976, of military police personnel. 
j. When was the new BEQ built? Dates for the beginning and ending of construction, and 

occupancy. 
k. Any mention of defoliant usage in weekly logs or monthly/yearly reports submitted by the 

S-2, S-4 or PMO. Key search words should include herbicide(s), defoliant(s), Agent 
Orange, jungle/jungle rot or weed kill/killers. 

l. Any mention of defoliant usage in HQs US Army Security Agency IG inspection reports or 
cases pertaining to the 7th RRFS or Ramasun Station. Key search words as above apply. 

m. Any mention of defoliant usage in HQs US Army Security Agency DCSPER, DCSINT, DCSOPS 
or DCSLOG reports pertaining to the 7th RRFS or Ramasun Station. Key search words as 
above apply. 

n.   Documentation from HQs, USASA or 7thRRFS (likely DCSINT/S-2 or DCSOPS/S-3) on 
Station defensive plans that include mention of alerts, bunkers, guard force deployments, 
weapons training/issuing/ employments, command functions or actual soldier missions. 

o.  Documentation from HQs, USASA or 7thRRFS defining size, roles, training and missions of 
the Station’s Quick Reaction Force (QRF). 

p.   Documentation dating the QRF’s activation and activation Station element 
q.  Exterior photographs of the Operations compound with enough detail to identify air 

conditioning units. 
r. Outside engineering drawings or blueprints of the Station Operations compound, 

especially showing the HVAC systems. 
s. Outside engineering drawing or blueprints of the Station Service Support area, especially 

showing the HVAC systems. 
t. Engineering data linking HVAC locations at Para 3r & 3s above with power and handling 

capacity specifics 
u. Station supply and PMO records relating to the requisition and storage of 55-gallon drums 

of defoliants. Particularly interested in 55-gallon drum requisitions, amounts and dates of 
transfers from Udorn RTAB.  Key search words should include herbicide(s), 
defoliant(s), Agent Orange, or weed kill/killer. 

v. Inventory data on general warehouse #1205. See installation map at Figure 2.  Key search 
words should include herbicide(s), defoliant(s), Agent Orange, 1205, or weed 
kill/killer.  
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PART III – VIDEO LINKS 
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PART II 

Figures 
1. Ramasun Station Post Picture -1973 – all three fence lines 
2. Ramasun Station Site Blueprint Map 
3. Tower along the west perimeter 
4. Perimeter Road and Fence behind the PX 
5. East Tower 
6. Quick Reaction Force (QRF) in1972 
7. 7th RRFS Support Area Schematic  
8. Service Support Area Pre-1973 showing barracks in upper right and BEQ in upper left next 

to Service Area security fence 
9. Barracks 1971 
10. Aerial view 1971 showing four Army barracks and BEQ next to the Service Area fence 
11.  Service Support Area Post-1973 Shows Post – 1973 Female barracks and adjusted fence 

line 
12. 1974 view of female barracks’ proximity to the perimeter security fence and perimeter 

road. 
13. 1973 7th RRFS 
14. 1968 Operations Compound from the Service Support Security Fence 
15. 1975 Operations Compound showing the double security fence, the MP check point, air 

condition units and operational vans with self supporting air conditioners 
16.  Operations Fence -1974 
17.  AN/FLR-9 “Elephant Cage” as seen through the Operations Fence – 1975 
18.  Operations Fence in 1999 
19. Composite Defoliant Coverage, Ramasun Station 
20.  Composite Defoliant Coverage showing the effect of Antennae defoliation 
21. Service Area Detail, Possible Composite Defoliant Coverage 
 

PART III 

Video Links 
1. The following is a video link showing a portion of the perimeter fence running along the 

backside of the Station. In center of the frame is one of the aforementioned bunkers.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=-BvK3-ubx38#t=37s  
 

2. This link begins the same video with a nighttime view of the perimeter and the observation 
towers. Only the first few frames of this video are useful for this study. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=-BvK3-ubx38#t=197s  

 
3. These links show Ramasun Station buildings and infrastructure 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXP8ez1_65E 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BvK3-ubx38 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeIUz5Zu9Bw  
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=-BvK3-ubx38#t=37s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=-BvK3-ubx38#t=197s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXP8ez1_65E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BvK3-ubx38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeIUz5Zu9Bw
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Figure 1: Post-1973. All three fence lines can be seen in this view with perimeter fence and 
road in the fore ground interspersed with guard towers. The Service Sport Security fencing 
wraps itself around the exterior of the outside buildings – be it   barracks or warehouses. 
And the double fence of the Ops compound is seen in the upper right. 
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Figure 3: Tower along the west perimeter  
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Figure #4: Perimeter Road Behind The PX 

       
 
 
 

               
             Figure #5: East Tower                                       Figure #6: Quick Reaction Force (QRF) in 1972 
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Figure #7:  7th RRFS Support Area Schematic 
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Figure #8: Service Support Area Pre-1973 showing barracks in  
upper right & BEQ in upper left next to Service Area security fence. 

 
 Figure#9: Barracks 1971 

  

  
 

Figure#10: Aerial view 1971 
showing four Army barracks 
and BEQ next to the Service 
Area fence 

Figure #11: Service Support 
Area Post-1973 shows female 
barracks and adjusted fence 
line. 
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                           Figure #12: 1974 view of female barracks proximity to the perimeter  
                           security fence and perimeter road. 

 

 
                Figure #13: Post 1973 7th RRFS 
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Figure #14: 1968 Operations Compound from the Service Support Security Fence 
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Figure #15:  1975 Operations Compound showing the double security fence  
(a) the MP check point  
(b) air condition units  
(c, d, e) operational vans with self supporting A/C units (f) 
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Figure #16: Operations Fence -1974 

 
 

Figure *17: AN/FLR-9 “Elephant Cage” as seen through the Operations Fence – 1975 
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Figure #18: Operations Fence – 1999 
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Figure #21, Support Area Detail, Ramasun Station                                                                                                                    
Potential Composite Defoliant Coverage (using a 500meter standoff as per doctrine):                                                                                                          
Perimeter Fence                 Operations Fence             Service Support Fence               “Safe” Zone            “                                      

 
 
 
 
 


